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Abstract- This paper seeks to propose an EFL teaching approach on listeningand speaking based on the theory of Transactional Analysis (TA) initiatedby Eric Berne. In TA, the three ego states (Parent, Adult, and Child) of bothlearners and instructors in an instructional setting can be specified andanalyzed. The transactions among different ego states may serve as both anaccess for catharsis of learners’ emotions and a tool to fully reflect thecomponents (cognitive and affective) involved in any given discourse. Inorder for both learners and instructors to be involved in the listening andspeaking settings, we start by analyze and revise an abstract of learningmaterial, and propose specific steps to be taken in applying TA theory andpractice. The tentative instruction procedures include: 1) teach students thebasics of Parent, Adult, and Child transactions, 2) help students to specifythe ego state involved in the lines of dialogue presented to them, 3) requirestudents to form groups to play the key roles covered in the adaptedversions of dialogues, 4) enable students to adapt or revise the targetteaching material on the basis of the theme on each session, and 5) allowstudents to play out their various roles according to the adopted version ofthe dialogue
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Introduction

Cognitive and Affective Interactions in the ClassroomIf global application of teaching and learning is solely treatedas imparting knowledge, students will tend to come acrossproblems ranging from learning to emotional and dailyadjustment. As Howard Gardner (1991) put it, most of thestudents in most of present schools, indeed many of the beststudents in the best schools, are not competent in exhibitingappreciable understandings. To gain full understandings,learners must make sense what they are exposed to bothcognitively and affectively; a more constructive instructionshould entail and take into account the affective ingredients,in addition to cognitive and psycho-motor aspects of learningobjectives, as suggested by Bloom (1956). It is essential tohelp learners better acquire knowledge while at the same timetackle their affective or emotional problems; that is, tointegrate affective treatment and teaching content into acoherent whole. Such an idea can be especially applicable inEFL learners on listening and speaking instruction.
EFL Listening and Speaking Material as a Way of Emotional
CatharsisAs in literature, readers may indirectly discharge or transformtheir various emotions through the projection of theiremotional states onto the characters in the literary works, sois the process of catharsis of emotion through dialogues in

EFL listening and speaking materials. Conventionally, mostcontents in the dialogues for EFL learners are basicallysituation-specific, with each unit or lesson dealing with onetheme in daily life (as in the syllabus of functional-notionalcurriculum of communicative approach), ignoring thefunction of each lesson in facilitating emotional catharsis oflearners. From the mechanism of projection inpsychoanalysis, it is highly likely that EFL learners can muchbenefit emotionally from the EFL listening and speakinglearning material in which each line of dialogues is adaptedunder the rationale of Transactional Analysis (TA) in thefield of counseling and psychotherapy. That is, TransactionalAnalysis can be incorporated into EFL listening andspeaking learning material to maximize the instructionaleffect with reference to learners’ affective states.
General Ideas of Transactional AnalysisTransactional analysis (by Eric Berne 1972) is, as the termimplies, concerned with the hidden dynamics/ulteriormotives in transactions among people (or between twopersons). Basically, there are four different types of analysis:structural analysis, transactional analysis proper, gameanalysis, and script analysis (James 1977). In this article, theapplication of Transactional Analysis (TA) in EFL listeningand speaking materials will be focused on structural analysisand transactional analysis.
Structural AnalysisFrom the framework of TA, personality of each individual is,inherited from his parental figures or influenced by hisenvironment, composed of three different ego states: Parent(P) ego state, Adult (A) ego state, and Child (C) ego state.Structural analysis seeks to disclose and makes known thedynamic interactions among these different ego states ofpeople. To specify, the Parent ego state is the incorporationof the specific parent figures people have in youth, and thisego state is outwardly expressed toward others in prejudicial,critical, authoritative, mandate, and nursing behavior; that is,behavior similar to that of the original parent figures. TheChild ego state may encompass all the natural feelings, needs,impulses, and potentialities of an infant, with creative,manipulative, intuitive capacities as well as what was learnedduring childhood, including compliance, rebellion, and
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procrastination. The Adult ego state is conceived a s theautonomous collecting, data processing, and estimating possibility as a basis of taking action. The structure ofpersonality can be illustrated by Figure 1 below.

Fig. 1 Three Ego States with Their Individual Contents and Acronyms
From Figure 1, when people are in the Parent ego state, theyact, think, or feel as their parent figures once did; when peopleare in the Adult ego state, they are rational, objective, andcollecting data/facts, computing/processing them, and actingon the basis of facts, rather than on the basis of parentaltradition or childhood feelings; when people are in the Childego state, they feel, act, and respond to others as they learnedto do when they were young, being rebellious, procrastinating,teasing others, and being compliant or naughty. To take thedialogue below as an example, each line of the twointerlocutors can be analyzed and specified in terms of theParent, Adult, and Child ego states.Tim: Alan, do you want to see the pictures of my holiday inItaly?

Adult Ego State (a plain question without emotion)Alan: Sure, what was it like?
Adult Ego State (seeking information)Tim: Ah, the holiday was great! The food was great! The winewas great! The traffic was horrible!
Child Ego State (expression with heightened emotions)

Alan: Why was the traffic horrible?
Adult Ego State (seeking information)Tim: Those Italians are crazy drivers! I don't want to thinkabout it!
Child Ego State (expression with strong emotions)Alan: OK, OK, let's return to the good parts ...
Parent Ego State (imperative statement starting with

‘Let’s’)Tim: Yes, so here's a picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Adult Ego State (a sheer statement of a fact)Alan: Incredible!

 Child Ego State (expression with strong emotions)Tim: It was raining that day, but it was still wonderful. Weclimbed to the top!
Adult Ego State (plain description of a fact)
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Alan: And what's this?
Adult Ego State (seeking information)Tim: That's a photo of the Arno River, in Florence.

 Adult Ego State (plain description of a fact)

Verbal and Nonverbal Clues of Different Ego StatesThere are many clues to help identifying stimulus andresponse as Parent, Adult, or Child. These include not only thewords used but also the tones of voice, body gestures, andfacial expressions. The more skillful we become in picking upthese clues, the more data we acquire in TransactionalAnalysis. We do not have to dig deep into anecdotal materialin the past to discover what is recorded in Parent, Adult, andChild. We disclose and reveal what we ourselves are and dotoday. The following is the description of physical and verbalclues for each ego state.
Parent CluesPhysical: furrowed brow, pursed lips, the pointing indexfinger, head-wagging, the “horrified look,”, arms folded acrosschest, tongue-clucking, sighing, patting another on the head.These are typical Parent gestures. However, there may beother Parent gestures peculiar to one’s own Parent. Forinstance, if a teacher has a habit of clearing his throat andlooking skyward each time he is to make a pronouncementabout students’ bad behaviors, this mannerism would, beyonddoubt, be your own prelude to a Parent statement, eventhough not generally seen as Parent in most teachers. Also,there are cultural differences. For instance, in Taiwan (as inAmerica) teachers normally exhale as they sigh, whereas insome European countries (such as Sweden) they inhale asthey sigh.Verbal: expressions such as “I am going to put a stop to thisonce and for all”; “I can’t allow the life of me…”; “Now alwaysremember…”; (‘‘always,” “never,” “should,” and “must” arealmost always Parent words, which may fend off new datainput); “How many times have I told you?” “If I were you…”Many evaluative words, whether critical or supportive, mayidentify the Parent as they make a judgment about another,based not on Adult evaluation but on automatic response.Examples of evaluative/critical words are: stupid, naughty,ridiculous, disgusting, shocking, asinine, lazy, nonsense,absurd, poor thing, poor dear, no! Evaluative sentences are:“How dare you?” “Now what?” “Not again!” Yet, please notethat the use of these words can be taken together with bodygestures and the context of the transaction to help identifythe Parent ego state.
Child CluesPhysical: the following signal the involvement of the Child egostate in a transaction: tears; the quivering lip; tempertantrums; the high-pitched, whining voice; shrugging

shoulders; downcast eyes; teasing; delight; laughter; nail-biting; nose-thumbing; squirming; and giggling.Verbal: many expressions can help identify the Child ego state:I wish, I want, I gonna, I don’t care, I guess, biggest (all thepossible superlatives). In addition, words such as why, what,where, who, when, and how are used often by little children,and are not clues to the Child, but clues to the adult operatingin the little person.
Adult CluesPhysical: the Adult face is straightforward. If the head is tilted,the person is listening with an angle in mind.Verbal: the basic vocabulary of the Adult consists of why,what, where, when, who, and how. Other words are: howmuch, in what way, comparative, true, false, probable,possible, unknown, objective, I think, I see, it is my opinion,etc. These words all indicate adult data processing. In thephrase “it is my opinion,” the opinion may be derived fromthe Parent ego state, but the statement is Adult for it isidentified as an opinion, not a fact. “It is my opinion that highschool students should stay away from politics” (Adult likeexpression) is not the same as the statement “High schoolstudents should stay away from politics.” (Parent likeexpression)
Dialogues Expressed in Three Ego StatesMost of the teaching materials used in listening and speakingcan be adapted into a new version where the lines of dialoguecan be made to fit into Parent, Adult, or Child expressions.That is, dialogue of Adult expression can be adapted intoeither Parent expression or Child expression (so is Parent andChild expressions rewritten to be the expressions of the otherego states) to expand learners’ span of awareness of the usageof dialogues as well as the ego states involved, which may helppromote emotional catharsis, and consolidate what is learned.The following is a tentative adaptation of a Reading dialogue(A Holiday in Italy by Kenneth Beare) in terms of three agostates, and it is, no doubt, subject to change. (English teacherscan make necessary revision on the basis of their individualneeds)Reading Dialogue: A Holiday in Italy (two friends looking atpictures of a holiday)
Original Version:1. Tim: Alan, do you want to see the pictures of my holidayin Italy?Alan: Sure, what was it like?2. Tim: Ah, the holiday was great! The food was great! Thewine was great! The traffic was horrible!Alan: Why was the traffic horrible?
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3. Tim: Those Italians are crazy drivers! I don't want to thinkabout it!Alan: OK, OK, let's return to the good parts ...4. Tim: Yes, so here's a picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa.Alan: Incredible!5. Tim: It was raining that day, but it was still wonderful. Weclimbed to the top!Alan: And what's this?6. Tim: That's a photo of the Arno River, in Florence.
Adapted Version:

Dialogue Transaction 1Tim: Alan, do you want to see the pictures of my holiday inItaly?Alan, do you want to see the pictures of my holiday in Italy?
Adult Ego State (a plain question without emotions involved)Alan, come to see the pictures of my holiday in Italy.
Parent Ego State (with an imperative tone)Alan, it will be great if you come to see the pictures of myholiday in Italy.
Child Ego State (statement with emotional feeling-(great)Alan: Sure, what was it like?Sure, what was it like?

Adult Ego State (seeking information)Sure, why not?
Parent Ego State (with an interrogative tone)You are not joking, are you?
Chile Ego State (tease like question statement)

Dialogue transaction 2Tim: Ah, the holiday was great! The food was great! Thewine was great!The traffic was horrible!Ah, the holiday was great! The food was great! Thewine was great!The traffic was horrible!

Child Ego State (statement with emotional feeling-(great)Believe me, the holiday, the food, the wine were all good, but,not the traffic.
 Parent Ego State (with an imperative tone and criticism)Well, the holiday was well organized, with good food, andwine, but the traffic was not as good!
Adult Ego State (statement of an opinion without emotions)Alan: Why was the traffic horrible?Why was the traffic horrible?
 Adult Ego State (seeking information)Tell me why the traffic was horrible?
 Parent Ego State (with an interrogative tone)Oh! Please tell me why the traffic was horrible.
 Child Ego State (with a tone of submissive request)

Dialogue Transaction 3Tim: Those Italians are crazy drivers! I don't want to thinkabout it!Those Italians are crazy drivers! I don't want to thinkabout it!
Child Ego State (with a tone of complaint)Those Italians should be heavily fined! They don't follow therules!
Parent Ego State (parental “should”)Those Italian drivers do not follow traffic regulations!
Adult Ego State (a plain statement of a fact)Alan: OK, OK, let's return to the good parts ...OK, OK, let's return to the good parts ...
Parent Ego State (with an interrogative tone of “let’s”)Then we may talk about other parts ...

 Adult Ego State (a plain statement of a suggestion)Yes, I would like to hear the good parts.
 Child Ego State (a statement of a desire)
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Dialogue Transaction 4Tim: Yes, so here's a picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa.Yes, so here's a picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Adult Ego State (a plain statement of a fact)Of course, see the picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa here.

 Parent Ego State (with an imperative tone of request)Yes, can you imagine the terrific picture of the Leaning Towerof Pisa here?
 Child Ego State (a child like question statement)Alan: Incredible!Incredible!
 Child Ego State (a child like exclamation)It is impressive.
 Adult Ego State (a plain statement of impression)Not bad at all, don’t you think so?
 Parent Ego State (an evaluative statement)

Dialogue Transaction 5Tim: It was raining that day, but it was still wonderful. Weclimbed to the top!It was raining that day, but it was still wonderful. Weclimbed to the top!
 Adult Ego State (a plain statement of a fact)Listen! It was raining that day, but it was still wonderful. Weclimbed to the top!
 Parent Ego State (with an imperative tone)You won’t believe it, it was raining that day, but it was stillwonderful. Guesswhat? We even climbed to the top!
 Child Ego State (a child like statement of “Guess what?)Alan: And what's this?And what's this?
 Adult Ego State (a plain question statement to seek
information)

And tell me what it is.
 Parent Ego State (with an imperative tone)Wow, please look at that, what is it?
 Child Ego State (a child like exclamation)

Dialogue Transaction 6Tim: That's a photo of the Arno River, in Florence.That's a photo of the Arno River, in Florence.
 Adult Ego State (a plain statement of a fact)Well, I won’t tell you unless you beg me……It is a photo of the Arno River, in Florence.
 Child Ego State (a child like expression)Don’t you know that? It's a photo of the Arno River, inFlorence.
 Parent Ego State (parental interrogation)The adapted versions offer students more freedom andopportunities in their expression of ideas (Adult state) oremotions (Parent or Child state), which may greatly reducethe boredom of exercising drills and promote students’motivation via the liveliness of various dialogue formats. Inaddition, students may also change (shift) their ego states(among Parent, Adult, or Child) as the situations require or astheir wish). In real life situations, shifts in ego states can beobserved in all people. And the adaptation of the dialoguefrom original format to various other formats is a sheerreflection of the reality. It is believed that if students are giventhe chance to experience the three ego states (i.e., Parent,Adult and Child) in various situations, they will be more ableto discharge their emotions (either positive or negative), gainmore in depth awareness of their transactions with otherpeople in daily life, thus facilitating the more completeunderstanding about the teaching material per se. Obviously,one of the purposes of adapting listening and speakingteaching material in terms of three ego states is to combineemotional discharge (catharsis) with language input(learning) and deal with them at the same time.
Procedures of InstructionTeachers who adopt the integrative version of dialogueinvolving three versions of ego states may start from teachingstudents the basic concepts and nature of the Parent, Adult,and Child ego states, and then ask students to identify each ofthe ego states involved as they hear or speak a certain line ofwords in a dialogue. After all the students have a clear pictureabout each of the ego states, teachers may further ask studentsto form various groups for role playing in accordance with the
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adapted version of the teaching material. Note that studentsmay be required to shift the roles among Parent, Adult, andChild ego states. This step will help broaden their selfawareness in different interpersonal contexts during theirrole playing. For each new session, students are required toadapt a given material in terms of the three ego states ontheir own, and then conduct the role play session. Since thereis a definite theme for each dialogue, adapting dialogues canthus be made flexible according to each individual theme. Insum the tentative instruction procedures can be brieflyspecified below:1. Teach students the basics of Parent, Adult, and Childtransactions2. Help students to specify the ego state involved inthe lines of dialogue presented to them3. Require students to form groups for role playing onthe adapted versions of dialogues4. Enable students to adapt or revise the targetteaching material on the basis of the theme on eachsession5. Allow students to play out their various rolesaccording to the adopted version of the dialogueThe steps listed above are anything but exhaustive, sointerested teachers can always elaborate on the activities asthe instruction settings require. Note that the modelintroduced here can also be applied to class managementother than course learning. For one thing, if there is anargument or conflict among students in class, the teacher canfirst ask the students involved to identify and specify theirexact ego states of what they actually said and acted, and thenrequire them to change the ego states (normally from Parentor Child to Adult) and re-say the words accordingly. See thevirtual dialogues below:Teacher: John, what is wrong with you?Student 1: Peter always calls my names. I cannot stand it. Heis an asshole.Teacher: Now Peter, please identify what you have just said.Is it Parent, Adult, or Child?Student 1: Oh, I guess it is Child.Teacher: Can you say it again in terms of your Adult?Student 1: Well, I would say… Peter sometimes call mesomething I do not like…I feel unhappy about it.I hope he will not do it again.…….As indicated by Eric Berne (1972), most ofarguments/conflicts or any negative emotions are basicallystimulated by words from one’s Parent or Child ego states.Thus, one of the solutions to the problem is to help strengthenthe Adult ego states in both parties.

How to Help Students Stay in the Adult in ClassFrom the definition of our three ego states, the Adult developslater than the Parent and the Child and seems to be achallenging learning task throughout life. As people stay longenough in their childhood surrounded by what is said anddone by their Parents or Parent figures (i.e., Parent ingeneral), the Parent and Child tend to emerge spontaneouslyand automatically in response to stimuli. The first step,therefore, to build the strength of the Adult is to becomesensitive to Parent and Child signals. For one thing, thearoused feelings are in most cases a clue that the Child hasbeen hooked, and when the feelings (normally negative)appear, counting to ten is an effective way to delay theautomatic response for the Adult to control the transaction.By the same token, Parent signals can be monitored in thesame way. Whenever one feels upset, worried, or any othernegative feeling or pressure from injunctions, demands,admonitions out of Parental figures, it is often helpful toapply some Adult questions to these Parent input-- Is it true?Does it apply? Is it appropriate? Where did I get the idea?What is the evidence? Students’ Adult can be strengthened ifthey are given opportunities to practice through trying outdifferent formats of dialogue in terms of three ego states. Insum, a strong Adult can be built by learning to recognize one’sChild, its vulnerabilities, its fears, its principal methods ofexpressing these feelings, learning to recognize one’s Parent,its admonitions, injunctions, fixed positions, and principalways of expressing these admonitions, injunctions, beingsensitive to the Child in others, talking to that Child, strokingthat Child, protecting that Child, and appreciating its needfor creative expression, and counting to ten, if necessary, togive the Adult more time and space to dominate. All thesecan be implemented through the processes of role playingon the adapted dialogues involving three ego states.
Subject Instruction, a Means Rather than an EndIt is widely acknowledged that everything the child learns inschool might be forgotten, but education remains. A studentmay not remember any syntactic rule of a language in class,but he might realize when and how to get his ideas across ina given social setting. That is, in whatever subjectteaching of a classroom, the ultimate goal of instruction isto enable students to better cope with their life problems orprofessional adjustment through the acquisition of underlyinggenre in a given subject. Therefore, what an instructor doesin class can no longer be confined to teaching of knowledgeonly. Rather, students’ individual life situations, theirinterests, their aligned ambitions should all be interwoven inthe instruction design of a given course subject. Students’emotional problems in daily life may range from physicalailments, familial conflicts, interpersonal relationships,financial difficulties, to academic frustrations. All theseproblems do not show direct relationship with the knowledgeof a given subject, but the underlying genre or mechanismmight have much in common. Thus, in the present paper,instructors of TESOL/TEFL listening and speaking mayconsider the subject as a tool, and integrate their instructionof the subject with these underlying mechanisms, which might
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facilitate students’ adjustment in different life situations andhelp them master the subject at the same time.
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